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Purpose of this Document
The

and approve the physics considerations
p^pose of this document is to present for discussion
gas

that set the operational requirements of the cover

system during both the fill and operating
periods for the SNO detector. In the following the requirements
for the fill and operating periods
for the hght and heavy water volumes of the detector
will be discussed separately, as win the
requirements for cover gas over the water
purification tanks, calibration
discrete
neutral current detector installation.

operatione’and

Purpose of and

Specification for the Cover Gas System

The cover gas will be a cordon sanitaire between the
radioactivity and biological activity of the outside world and the pure and sterile environment of
the water. Therefore the g^ should not support
life should not contribute to the radioactivity-induced
backgrounds in the detector, and should be
a physical, chemical and biological barrier to
the nune environment. In
demands
he gas must not adversely affect the performance
of the water system, the optical properties of
the hght or heavy water, or the structural properties of

satisfying’these

the detector.

9

^""S the W
radioactive contamination via the introduction of radon or thoron is
unim.
per ant since there will be adequate time for the daughters
of these sources to die down to acceptable
le/els. The important requirement is to
suppress biological growth on the surfaces of the detector
and in the bulk water.

^

During the operating period radioactivity considerations become
the dominant consideration The
to
biological growth remajlls’ but is much less Landing than during the fill
period, because of the smajler ga^ volume required to cover the
water in the detector.

"^T111 ^JT85

Choice of Cover Ggj

Nitrogen, argon, carbon dioxide and sulfur hexafluoride have been
considered for the
gas
suppuers Iutrc6en wa6 chosen because it w- foundcover
^t
ga, slone could both satisfy the physics requirements and be
provided at an acceptably low cost.

^

g!-

IT"861^ T ^[al T

Trace Radioactivity
Fill Period

Normal

mine air radon and thoron levels
rac ed from oune air would be useable.

[1] are tolerable during this time, [2][3] .0 mt.ogen exIt will only be necessary to take care with the
level in the la.t tlurty or ao days of the fill period. At present
a membrane system is believed to be
fm
OD
^ecificationE 0{^

£ d0^^

oi

nune dust from the

ajr

^

^T^ ^

supply might be required.

"-

act^ty
unit; nltrl;ion
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Operating Period
The heavy-water purity goal of 10-" gU/g [4] implies a
cover gas Rn content of 2 x lO^pCi/l
under equilibrium conditions [5]. If the cover ga. is
extracted from mine air (3
then
orders of ma6nitude i8 required- It i8
to
P"5811^
achieve
levd by fractional disimation of liquid nitrogen
Preliminary tests[6] indicate that this
(boiloff).
shomd be an achievable level. This technique means that radon
would be concentrated in the
mirogen residue-- so that a final small (to be
determined) fraction of the liquid nitrogen n eaA
a!30 means that low
^Ogen level alarms must be ^mj,iuyea
employed
o ensure that contaminated gas is
to
not used.

pC% Rn
t£
P^d

S^ ^l t;Ml.o

liq^d

IT ^T

^e)e.ctedIt

^

There is the
the heavy water may be purified to a level a factor of ten
lower than
the
goal ol 10-" gU/g. It is not clear at present whether the above
purification "-cmuque
can achieve the corresponding level of 2 x lO-’pCi/l.

possibility^that

present

technique

dewgn 80ai
ST6111
SSouscoC ^^f?
various

for the light water 1()"13 gu/g
ThiB is a ractor
t»
^""gent
for the heavy waterl and is CORtroued by the radon
coau^ from the
components of the detector,

"

^

^ ^

In order to assure that adequate levels of
radioactivity control have been achieved it will be
activlty of the cover gas over the ligbt and he^ water
should be satisfied if tap points are provided at the input and
exit to the light and heavy water
batchInode
gaE allalysis can be ^^V
gas from heavy to light water were to be used, a
monitoring tap would be needed between
the
oeiween the
heavy water gas exit and the light water input,

Th;B-

sSTe T tTd0^
ST^ ^"T ?

^

Oxygen Content

f"06

^^

no-Tthe 1

Fill Period

Normal potable water contains about 10
Q^/g for water in equilibrium with air. The reduction
in SNO-like conditions (low nutrient levels, dark,
caused
d
repor variously as 10 or 1()0 fro1" ^-^ale laboratory cold)
test
withoxyeen level ("^10 if activity is
we
he oxygen leve] in the cavity bv a factor of 100 on the
of
Th» would mean 0.1 /.g/g in the water and 0.2% 0,
^ weelc.
content by weight in the gas. The value
of
on the6rounds that it waa short on the
tilne
bioloSical
"fthedeieceor
oiota [yj wiu]e at the same time
achievable.

^

deo10.^^^
IS
T
^lvlty
Sre^?11^
Thi^wouir Tw^
b?ota ^wZ tT

b;

oxygen-lLted) Assuming

tl^-^ shT^d
sc2e
.

mologicaJ studies of the effects of cover gas

[8]

suggest that anaerobic activity occurs at a level
Thi8- toeethe^ w^ P-^le practicaj problem
reaching a hundredfold oxygen reduction in a week
timescaJe, might require that a reduc-d
y a factor of tweaty reduction or’ oxygen coatellt
within a w^

^

reaciTt h^ ?

acce^eT1113*

normal a’robic levels-

-ytve to6 b^

1000;" i?t;osic&l
^Vbe^^
^TL n^ eroSlc
of

t

go^

activity between D20 ilnd H30 in aero6fc SNO conditions.
tests were atm oxygen limited due to
ox^ "ored in the plastics
that the same oxygen

^^^^^^^^

^ ^heavy
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Operating Period
The goal is the same eduction factor as for the fill period.
With low makeup flow rates thk
presumably becomes much easier to achieve than during the fill. The
oxygen content of the nitrogen
obtained by evaporation from liquid nitrogen will have to be measured
to connrm that this is so.

Conditions for

Light and

Heavy Water Purification Tankage

The oxygen,

radioactivity and monitoring requirements for the cover gas in the light
and heavy
water purification system ta^s are the same a. for the
respective water volumes in the detector
dunng the operating period. Accordingly the heavy water system ha, a
factor often more ""ngent
stringent
radioactivity requirement than the light water system,
Plow Rates
Fill Period

tT’foformatlonof
du^’n^tie ?

pe"odlsto exclude

from t^ cavity as quickly possible
^^
of biofilm tends
on the order of
the,
^ S^th
once estabhshed’it provide5
own micro-environment which makes resistant

he

blofilm on

attack

as

detect01-

a

to prevent

to occur

its

it

a

to

To fill the 7000 m3 volume with

cover gas in one week would require a flow rate of
11.6 1.6-’. If
colnpletely with air already in the
then a nunlber of
be
needed to redi.ce the oxygen content by a specified
amount. For example, if an oxygen reduction
of a factor100_is specified, then <nl00 » 4.6 fills will be
needed,
a flow r»te ofabout 53
Details of the fill program will have to be worked out
with the gas supplier.

neededT T 0^

mlxes

^. .

^^

1.^

Operating Period

In order to achieve the low radon levels required for the light and

heavy water in the close proximity
llsplamled to provide a 8u6ht ^P"-^ of «>ver ga. (up to
0.5" water gauge
wmbeallas3ured le^
the cover gas area to the deck area, both for the
wateT- Tlus I^ems that a11 W^ f
cavity Uner must
exposed to the cover
so t^

hatT
nea^1
^ere
^
y
asTkTh’tanc
^K^^y^^.^
about m3
about
v^sJ’ahTv6
"!?
flow
during
alr

o

^

£

^
^
and
5 m3 in the ne^
^yUc
^^
for the light water will be much
lower than

^

above the
cavity is
50
veoel above he heavy water. The makeup
rates
the fill phase; they will be determined by the
following losses:

* Solution into the (degassed) water: 0.004 1-A-1 [9].

’

EtTnctare,
o^Y^T^
aretot pretle^aSeT
deck

Mt

’

^TO^"^

Leal(s

through the cable teed-^^ may be less than
y to be the dominant factor- psup cables and Av
ropes

pressure: for a

1%

pressllre

chajlge

over 24 hours estimate<) to

^
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Deck leakage contingency budget of about 0.08 l-s-1.
Unless the leak situation is out of control, the flow rate
necessary to assure a continuous overpressure
_n the cover gas over the detector will be around 0,1 1..-’ or about 300 l.hr-l
in the
water
cover gas
the heavy water is a6sumed to be about
that
for the
T
beenaasumed that P^"" changes from bating and ventilation
surges will
r thafl the natural period of the cover
sy8tem- so that

Shtwate’r^
hfSL?
tSe

no^ffeT

ligS

^

T^

^^

^

^
tAssummg that the heavy
degassed and that there
negligible leaks the
be
wm
by
P-sure?hange?T£
atmospheric
,nd£S
fh:t Tt1^
T1"^
that
total flow necl7egion
of around x 10-3
1..-1 could be required for the heavy
cover S
the
on
the
h-yTa
sae
the
eoJd
ed;^ x Vci/l dw the relatively
be^ed"! approxlmately
long dwell
^^"^
of the cover
water is not

e
rate

a

Ho^
H^ver

are

1

water

requirenlent

2

h a low gas
such

Light and

makeup

^

over

^

demand would have to be demonstrated

er

time
gas.
before lower quality ga< could be

Heavy Water Purification Tankage

The light water purification system will contain
tanks totalling about 100 m3 of which about 30
gas- The heavy water 3ystem wm have about200 m3 of
tankage of whicn
100 m3 will be cover gas. The cover ga. volume is
assumed to be essentially con tant oxceDt fo
occas,onal topp.ng up (5 m3) of the radon
decay tank at a rate of about 1
This
the cover ga£ 8y"em i8
to ^PP^
g.. under
fiu intercha^ Periods. The latter are
a shght overpre66ure of up to o5n
to be

"OO^ S’r"
T0/1""1
1^
be^ Ss £ 7 ^eIdetw;OT

^^
^J£^^^^^’

lanL^^ ^T ^i be,Degugible
(^2 1^1- ,T1US
wa^hat’T
lsdegassed;
accou^

1.
l.^i. ratT?s £ken
S

^^

^difcussed separSSv8
^

-

that
leakae in the
sy8tem
tankage cover gas supply will only be required to make up
^ that the heavy water
atmospheric pressure swing losses which
igllores mtro6en dissolved
a sma21
The li^ water will have a makeup requirement of about
0.01 l..-«
f
pre66llre Bwio6s- It is assumed that
for
one
tank is not
t.tanks. If it were planned to use exhaust,
on to other
heavy water cover gas (after removal of
to be demonBtrated that

T8^6"’

^"^PDto

^^

^^^^s^:^6
s^^jab^o^^rr^^there

-

^ion8

Te’he^

^

paJd

h^aw
-"-v^s

wil1 be a leakage due to

Total Flows
The total estimated flow for the cover
gas demands described above is about 0 11 1..-’ This
is
to about 13 1 of LN, per day. There are
^o a number of other cover
ff
g" is estimated at O-^o t^
1 for
requirement of about 6 x 10
this purpose. (However it should be noted that this
would
for about 5 IniIlutea) Degas6er use would
Te^
1 s. me HaO/DaO level measurement
system
would use about 2 x 10-3 1 a-i Tfth
cahbrat,on system AV port interlock is vented (bubbler)
once a month this
use
3x
,-i

equivalent

.,
^uZtVoTaoo^^r-^^.’^
-

-w ^ToSt^ "

gj
t^ede«J<£
St^

^tTL 10^

wouS abou0

;0-

;
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These additional uses would give a total estimated demand
of about 18 1 of LN, per day, If a
evaporation, the total would be
to about
Ttusmunber aa6umes that neutra! a
detector insertion a^d calibration
normal operation
o does not have any
continuing demands on the cover gas supply \t present it is
demands for caubration in addition to
v
an initial flusn of source holders amounting to about 31 1
of LN, over the course of about a week.

increLd
t{se -nUon’edab

fo^.^adonbuJlduP
O^ofIN
^Tv
^
normal^erat T
anS T^" TS2
Flows During

-

Detector Fill Interchanges

^t^r’^T
To
gas
follow the
Iutrogen’
ZS^^T1^
INCO
(40 gals/minute).

do
conBlder times when the (letector fi"
^nged between heavy and
estimate the
flow required to
water level with dexoygenated (and
we assuIDe that the Inaximuro
P0381^ -Ptyingra
.imted oy the
drain capacity
If we take an extreme demand of
1/min
or zutrogen gas, tins would imply that a 2501
LN, tank would be emptied in about 15 hours
for LN2 ^Ie^^
would imply that the gas flow piping
snould be sized to accommodate a maximum ga» flow of
about 3.3 1.6-1

.ght

^

water.

n^d^Tt tlmesc^

Interface

with

"

2?0 "i

T^

^

r-^.bra.tion a.T.fl N.r,^

Any calibration activity is to be such that it maintains
the cover gas oxygen and radioactivity
levels as ourhned above during and after such
activities.
for
curren, .senior, should leave the
cover gas propertie. a. outlined
corn
of the
insertion proems From preliminary discussions
it is believed that the flow estimate of 2001/mtn
be more than adequate for the neutral c-en
insertion. The IsC Worst Case Envelope
[llj document suggests a maximum flow of 1 l/,-i.

el nS

Similarly ^procedures

above’on

nLrt^Se0^ T^

Summary and Conclusions

^

d0^

sho’?d

The cover ga. .ystem is to be designed to provide
a nitrogen cover at 2 XlO-^Ci/l radon for
the heavy water and 2 xl0-< pCi/1 radon for the
light water during the
? od
radon requirement during :he nil period. The oxygen
content i, to be at the
or better
rom a short time after the start of the initial fill
(although
this may have to be
further consideration). Nitrogen flow rates should be
about 20 1 of
nmmng coitions, with provisions for a zna^mun, gas flow rate of LN, per day during
abou 33
fiL interchanges). Total deck penetration leak
allowance to each of the PMT, PSUP
I10
10% of this normal
flow Short term leak
adj^tment) should not jeopardize the net outflow condition of the

ru^ng a^d
0.2!rS
fevl

^
ff(S^r
Mow£
nS

ncr^sX"?
coveri

mo^e,than

26 ^^T^ siven

are conservative in that

anT^-should

"T

^rs^ow siT^rswd

^-^ ^

^ey do not account for decay time of the cover
be rea5se5sed afler -of
the dete-

The maximum gas flow rates indicated above
imply possible loads on the

ss^..:^.;.^ r;,’:^-

^

HVAC

""w ^II- "

^u^
system

and

m,,»r
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The HaO recirculation will have one or two in-line v&cuum degassers.
In
the process of degassing, a certain amount of water vapor and cover
gas will be
taken out and vented to the atmosphere.
The following is an estimate of the amount of cover gas
lost by degassing:
Flow of water through

a

EsO deg^sser

Water vapour lost by a degasser

132.5

(either N3

or

argon)

Uter/min

132.5 gm/min
or 16.6 y^/jmn of vapor at 8

Torr

Amount of dissolved cover gas m HaO under equilibrium conditions:
1.7 STP c-c./liter for N3
3.7 STP c.c./liter for argon

^ -1

L

Hence the amount of cover gas lost by a,
L7
3.7

ir-"
^degasser

0 ’-? ^>

is

^

L-

}xl32.51/min=

J

(This is about

one compressed gas cylinder per 2

weeks)

The amount of cover gas removed is small compared to the volume of water
vapor removed (16.6 n^/min). Note also that if the volume of a degasser is 2.3
m3, then it takes (2.3/16.6) x 60 = 8.3 seconds for one complete volume change
of water vapor. The radon is swept along by the water vapor which at 8 Torr
behaves like a normal liquid. We do not have to pump harder (i.e. gener&te
more than 16.6 m3 vapor/niin) to get the radon because 8 seconds is probably
fast enough of a. turnover time in the degasser.

